Feature Enhancement Method for Drilling Vibration Signals
by Using Wavelet Packet Multi-band Spectral Subtraction
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To address the difficulty in extracting the features of vibration signals under intense background noise, a new method is proposed based on wavelet packet multi-band spectral subtraction to intensify vibration signal features in drilling processing. First, it is assumed that the spindle vibration signal of machine idling and the vibration signal caused when the tool cuts the workpiece are independent of each other, and the machine’s idling signal is perceived as the ‘additive noise’ of the monitoring signal in light of the spectral subtraction principles. Secondly, in line with the characteristics of vibration signals in the drilling process, the ‘additive noise’ and monitoring signal are split into multiple frequency bands via wavelet packet decomposition. Eventually, spectral subtraction is performed independently in each band, and the vibration signals are reconstructed. The simulations and experimental results indicate that the new method should effectively eliminate the impact of environmental noise on the process of feature extraction to intensify the features of the monitoring signal.
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Highlights
- A new method is proposed based on wavelet packet multi-band spectral subtraction to intensify vibration signal features in drilling processing.
- We have addressed the difficulty in extracting the weak features of vibration signals under intense background noise.
- Compared with the traditional threshold de-noising method, the problem of threshold selection can be avoided.

0 INTRODUCTION

According to the change in contact position between the drill edge and the workpiece, drilling machining is classified into three stages, namely, drilling guide, drilling, and drilling out [1]. In the monitoring of drilling, the signal features corresponding to the previous stage are extracted, and the mapping model is established to monitor the drilling process [2]. This can lay a theoretical foundation for realizing high-precision drilling quality analysis; the premise is how to achieve feature enhancement by implementing signal de-noising effectively in a complicated drilling environment.

As it is an advanced sensor-and-signal processing technology, a growing number of scholars have been extensively adopting various kinds of sensors to ascertain the drilling process and drilling quality. The monitoring and prediction of tool wear and breakage in drilling are mainly done indirectly through thrust force [3] to [5]. Ferreiro et al. [6] and [7] and Pena et al. [8] completed the burr monitoring by extracting the features from the spindle torque signal in the drilling process. Ramirez et al. [9] established a temperature model for the drilling tool and combined the cutting force signal and temperature signal characteristics to evaluate the surface quality of the drilled surface. Xiao et al. [10] via constructing a valuable indicator, i.e., the wavelet energy ratio around the natural frequency of boring bar vibration signal to monitor tool wear and surface finish quality for deep hole boring, developed a method to monitor and evaluate tool wear during drilling through the monitoring of vibration and acoustic emission signals [11] and [12]. It is well known that the key to achieving the quality monitoring of drilling is to extract abnormal features from the monitoring signals, but the signal features representing drilling quality are often very weak, so it is necessary to pre-process the signal to intensify its features. The above researches on abnormal state monitoring and diagnosis during the machining process can be divided into two classifications: extracting the evident features of monitoring signals to determine abnormal tool damage and drilling quality, and ascertaining the tool wear and the quality of drilling trends by anatomizing the overall monitoring signal. The results of these studies have good guidance significance to ensure high-precision drilling quality. However, they cannot predict or inform when and where tool breakage and quality is abnormal. Therefore, it is of great necessity to ascertain the feature extraction problem of the drilling process signal, establish a mapping model of the monitoring signal and the drilling process, and accurately identify the time and location of abnormal
drilling process problems. Accordingly, the quality of high-precision drilling can be effectively protected.

From a theoretical perspective, when the relative contact position of the drill edge and workpiece changes, the monitoring signal occurs with varying degrees of mutation and forms the corresponding signal features. Compared to the features of the tool wear and the cutting system anomaly, the features of the monitoring signal are weak during drilling. In fact, when using the sensors to monitor the drilling process, the monitoring signal is commonly encompassed in a large section of the machine idling signal before the drill edge is cut into the workpiece; this section comprises the machine tool motor, transmission, electrical systems, and other noise.

In this work, we propose a method for the vibration signal by adopting wavelet packet multi-band spectral subtraction (WPMSS) to intensify the signal features during drilling. First, the machine tool idle signal is perceived as the additive noise of the monitoring signal. Then, the additive noise signal and monitoring signal are split into multiple sub-bands in each band by adopting wavelet packet decomposition (WPD). Finally, spectral subtraction is performed independently in each band.

The use of WMPSS to analyse the drilling signal should first satisfy the condition that there is no correlation between the machine idle signal and the vibration source signal generated during the drilling process. Owing to the complexity of the drilling process, it is determined that the correlation between the machine idle signal and the vibration source signal during the drilling process cannot be proved by a specific mathematical formula, and the correlation between the two cannot be described quantitatively. Therefore, we can only qualitatively and experimentally determine a certain number of assumptions, which are based on the following points:

(1) The drilling monitoring signal in the experiment contains idle and drilling process information. The drilling idle phase contains almost all of the environmental noise and vibration information of the machine tool. Therefore, the machine idle signal can be used as the processing disturbance signal of the drilling process. That is, it is possible to use it as ‘additive noise’ in spectral subtraction;

(2) It can be discovered from the experimental study that the spectrum of the idle signal of the machine tool has not changed from idle transition to completion of the drilling process, which indicates that they are independent of each other between the machine idle signal and the vibration source signal generated during the drilling process, that is, both are irrelevant.

(3) Through a large number of experimental studies, it is found that there is a certain positive effect on feature retention and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after spectrum subtraction. Thus, we think that spectral subtraction is effective and applicable. In addition, this proves that it satisfies one of the preconditions for spectral subtraction, that is, noise and source signals are independent of each other.

WPMSS is a combination of wavelet packet and spectral subtraction. In some respects, spectral subtraction has a better de-noising performance than the threshold de-noising and filtering methods do [13], which avoids the difficulties of threshold selection and filtering of weak features, since spectral subtraction practically has little effect on the useful signal components, i.e. the weak features are not ignored. Simultaneously, the actual drilling vibration signal contains many non-stationary components related to the tool. However, the traditional power spectrum analysis is a description of the overall statistical law of the signal and does not have the capability of non-stationary signal analysis. Therefore, WPD is used to avoid these disadvantages. In addition, we find that the noise signal band is distributed over a wide frequency band in the drilling experiment. The power spectrum has a large random variation range, and the maximum and minimum values often differ by several orders of magnitude in the frequency domain. When classical spectrum subtraction is used, a large part of the residual noise components are generated, which appears as a random peak on the spectrum and has a great influence on feature extraction. Thus, the wavelet packet is used to decompose the signal into different frequency bands, and then spectral subtraction processing is performed using different spectral subtraction parameters in each frequency band to extract features conveniently [14]. Therefore, we should focus on how to obtain accurate spectral estimation of noise signals in drilling vibration signals with a frequency range of 0 kHz to 10 kHz.

This paper is organized as follows. The principle of the improved spectral subtraction is explained in section 1, and the simulation analyses for the previous theoretical model is given in section 2. The experiment for feature intensification of vibration signals in the drilling process by using the proposed method is presented in section 3. Conclusions are finally addressed in section 4.
1 METHODS

1.1 Classical Spectral Subtraction

Spectral subtraction is the most commonly used method in speech-sound intensification. The principle of classical spectral subtraction is exhibited in Fig. 1. Classical spectral subtraction is based on the statistical stability of noise and the characteristic that additive noise is not correlated to speech sound. In the frequency domain, the power spectrum of the noisy signal is subtracted from that of the noise signal to estimate the power spectrum of the clean signal. Then, the amplitude of the clean signal is estimated after the square root is taken. Next, the phase of the clean signal is estimated as the phase of the processed signal, and the inverse Fourier transform can be adapted to obtain the intensified clean signal in the time domain [15].

The algorithm implementation flow is as follows:

Suppose the clean signal containing the noise is:

\[ x(i) = s(i) + n(i), \]  

where \( s(i) \) and \( n(i) \) are the clean and noise signals, respectively. Transforming Eq. (1) from the time domain to the frequency domain using the Fourier transform:

\[ X_k = S_k + N_k. \]

Thus, \( |X_k|^2 \) is written as:

\[ |X_k|^2 = |S_k|^2 + |N_k|^2 + S_k^*N_k + S_kN_k^*. \]  

Because \( s(i) \) and \( n(i) \) are independent of each other:

\[ E|X_k|^2 = E|S_k|^2 + E|N_k|^2. \]  

In fact, most of the noise signals are unstable, and thus the signal is framed before spectral subtraction to make the signals in each window length meet the short-time stability. Thus, a more accurate spectrum estimation can be attained.

For a short-term stationary signal in a sub-frame:

\[ |Y_k|^2 = |S_k|^2 + \lambda_n(k), \]

where \( \lambda_n(k) \) is the statistical average of ‘additive noise’, and the spectral estimation value of the clean signal can be approximated by:

\[ \hat{S}_k = \left[ |X_k|^2 - |N_k|^2 \right]^{1/2}, \]

where \( \hat{S}_k \) and \( |X_k| \) are the spectral estimates of the clean and noisy speech signal, respectively. By substituting the clean signal spectrum estimation \( \hat{S}_k \) into the signal phase \( \angle X(k) \), the time domain signal \( \hat{s}(k) \) of each window clean is attained by the inverse Fourier transform as follows:

\[ \hat{s}(k) = IFFT \left[ \hat{S}_k \times \exp(\angle X(k)) \right], \]

where \( IFFT \) is the inverse Fourier transform and \( \angle X(k) \) the phase spectrum of the noisy speech signal. Then, by using a data window and overlapping the data between data segments nearby and eliminating the window function gain, an accurate clean \( \hat{s}(i) \) is eventually determined.

It can be found from the above algorithm principle that the accurate estimation of the noise and
noisy speech signal spectrum is the key to improving the spectral subtraction intensification signal features.

1.2 Improvement of Spectral Subtraction

Because the noise mostly does not affect the speech signal uniformly over the entire spectrum, Kamath and Loizou proposed the multi-band spectral subtraction method [14], which uses different spectral subtraction factors in different frequency bands and achieves good results. In fact, traditional spectral subtraction mainly applies to speech signals with a frequency range of 160 Hz to 1280 Hz and usually uses a fixed frame length of 256 or 512 sampling points to process the signals. However, for the drilling vibration signal with the frequency range of 0 kHz to 10 kHz, the uniform frame length obviously cannot satisfy the short-term stationarity in the high-frequency part of the signal and the accurate estimation of the signal spectrum in the low-frequency part.

Therefore, to obtain the accurate estimation of noise in the whole frequency band, wavelet packet decomposition was used to divide the signal into multiple frequency bands, and then use different frame length to estimate the spectrum of the signal in the high and low frequency bands. In brief, the frame length is required to be geared towards the short-term stability of the signal in the frame, and the sampling period is less than the minimum frequency in the study. When adopting the wavelet packet sub-frequency method for the signal with a bandwidth of 10 kHz, the short-term stability of the signals can be optimized for different frequency bands, and the accuracy of the spectrum estimation is in line with the needs of the research. WPD can not only decompose the low-frequency part of the signal, but also decompose the high-frequency part. It is defined as follows [16]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_{2n}(x) &= \sum h_k \mu_n(2x-k) \\
\mu_{2n+1}(x) &= \sum g_k \mu_n(2x-k),
\end{align*}
\]  

(8)

where \(h_k(n)\) and \(g_k(n)\) are the quadrature mirror filters. In particular, when \(n = 0\), Eq. (8) is written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_0(x) &= \sum h_k \mu_0(2x-k) \\
\mu_1(x) &= \sum g_k \mu_0(2x-k).
\end{align*}
\]  

(9)

Eq. (9) is the two-scale equation of scale function \(\mu_0(x)\) and wavelet function degree \(\mu_1(x)\), respectively.

Following the hypothesis that the wavelet packet decomposed the signal into \(j\) layers, the \(j\) layer in the range of \(0 - f_{\text{max}}\) frequency domain were split into \(0 - f_{\text{max}} / 2, f_{\text{max}} / 2 - 2f_{\text{max}} / 2, \ldots, (2^j - 1)f_{\text{max}} / 2^j - f_{\text{max}}\) with a total of \(2^j\) parts. In addition, WPD can adaptively select the corresponding frequency band to gear into the signal spectrum in line with the signal characteristics and analysis requirements. On this basis, an appropriate frame length is selected for

![Fig. 2. Principle diagram of the WPMSS](image-url)
spectral subtraction processing, which can facilitate the drilling signal intensification.

Therefore, this paper proposes a method in light of the spectral subtraction and WPD. Aiming at the drilling vibration signal with large bandwidth, first, it is proposed that the monitoring and noise signals are decomposed into multi-layers via WPD to attain the corresponding frequency band signal. Secondly, the frame length is selected in line with the sub-frequency of the noise signal in different frequency bands, and the average spectrum estimation value of each band signal is attained via a short-term Fourier transform. Next, the corresponding sub-frequency of the noise signal is processed by adopting spectral subtraction, and the sub-frequency de-noising signal is attained from the signals after spectral subtraction by inverse Fourier transform. Eventually, the signals of each frequency band after spectrum subtraction are superimposed and added to attain an intensified clean signal. The algorithm schematic diagram is as exhibited in Fig. 2.

2 SIMULATION ANALYSES

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for enhancing the features of drilling vibration signals, we verified its feasibility through simulation. The vibration signal during the drilling process mainly contains three components: the harmonic components related to machines, the modulation of some frequencies, and the aliasing of harmonic components. Therefore, the simulation signal of the drilling process with the sampling frequency $f = 10 \text{ kHz}$ is as follows:

$$x(t) = (1 + \sin{5\pi t}) \cdot \cos(50\pi t + 0.2\sin{10\pi t}) + \sin{200\pi t} + n(t),$$

where $n(t)$ represents random noise.

The signal is processed using classical spectral subtraction and WPMSS, and the three-layer wavelet

![Fig. 3. Time domain signal: a) clean signal with noise; b) clean signal; c) intensified signal by adoption of the classical spectral subtraction; and d) Intensified signal using wavelet packet subtraction](image)

![Fig. 4. Spectra of the simulation signal: a) spectrum of the intensified signal by adoption of the classical spectral subtraction; b) spectrum of the intensified signal using wavelet de-noising; and c) spectrum of the intensified signal using WPMSS](image)
packet (db5) decomposition is used for frequency division processing of the simulation signal [17] to [20]. It is determined from Fig. 3 that the WPMSS in this study exceeds the classical spectral subtraction for the signals on the time domain waveform.

Fig. 4 shows the spectrum of the simulation signal, intensified signal by adopting the classical spectral subtraction, wavelet de-noising and WPMSS, respectively. Fig. 4a indicates that under the influence of strong noise, in addition to the inherent frequency feature of the simulation signal 25 Hz and 100 Hz, there are also many harmonic components with large amplitudes in the signal spectrum, such as 235 Hz after classical spectral subtraction, which significantly affects the signal feature extraction. From Fig. 4b, it can be concluded that there are still some small false feature components in the simulated signal spectrum that is processed by the wavelet method. It is indicated from Fig. 4c that the WPMSS can extract the relevant features of signal components in Eq. (10) effectively, and it also has a good effect on reducing noise.

In general, the SNR can be adopted to differentiate the effect exerted by signal analysis and processing [21]. The SNR is acquired as follows:

$$SNR(y_i) = 10 \times \log \left( \frac{E[s]}{E[y_i - s]} \right) (dB), \quad (11)$$

where $s(i)$ is the clean signal and $y(i)$ is the processed signal.

The SNR refers to the essential ratio of clean signal and noise, and the larger the SNR, the closer the processed signal to the clean signal. Table 1 indicates that the SNR of the simulation signal in Eq. (10) was processed with classical spectral subtraction, wavelet de-noising and WPMSS. In the simulation, it is evident that the trend of the SNR is exhibited in Table 1 by changing the clean and noise signals. This indicates that the WPMSS exceeds the classical spectral subtraction algorithm and wavelet de-noising in this study for the wide frequency band. Accordingly, the noise interference is not only eliminated, but the influence on the clean signal distortion is reduced.

Table 1. SNR of the simulation signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Spectrum subtraction</th>
<th>Wavelet de-noising</th>
<th>WPMSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>11.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 APPLICATION STUDY FOR FEATURE INTENSIFICATION WITH WPMSS IN DRILLING PROCESS

3.1 Drilling Experiments

In this study, the drilling process vibration signal is selected as the research object to ascertain the effect exerted by WPMSS to intensify the features of drilling process signals. The drilling experiment is exhibited in Fig. 5.

A Kistler8793A three-way acceleration vibration sensor and a Kistler8152B acoustic emission sensor are adopted as sensors in the experiment. The sensors are all installed on the spindle of the machine tool, and the Z-axis vibration signal is selected as the object. To minimize the influence of environmental noise on the signal, the drilling process is dry cutting, and the signal acquisition equipment used is the National Instruments Corporation’s NI PXIe-1082 chassis. In the course of drilling, the change in contact position between the drill edge and the workpiece evidently changes the high-frequency elastic stress wave signal because of the lattice dislocation slip inside the cutting deformation area material, especially when the drill edge is cut in and out of the workpiece. Therefore, the acoustic emission (AE) signal in the experiment is adopted primarily to comparatively ascertain the monitoring signal intensification effect by adopting WPMSS. The drilling processing equipment and process parameters are listed in Table 2.

First, we analyse the frequency spectrum of the drilling idling signal and the vibration signal. The spectral analysis (see Fig. 6) shows that the noise (drilling idling signal) and the noisy (drilling signal) spectrums are different in amplitude while they are occupying the same spectral band. It can be concluded that the conditions defined in the 4th paragraph of the
introduction are satisfied so spectral subtraction can be applied to the drilling vibration signal. A similar analysis appears with the other researchers; they used a de-noising method by spectral subtraction to the detection of defects in ball bearings [22].

Table 2. Parameters used for experimental trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Values (model)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine tool</td>
<td>VMC-C30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spindle speed</td>
<td>600 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool feed rate</td>
<td>0.5 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Wavelet packet frequency range and corresponding frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Frequency range [Hz]</th>
<th>Corresponding frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[3,0]</td>
<td>0 to 1250</td>
<td>$2^{110}=1024$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[3,1]</td>
<td>1250 to 2500</td>
<td>$2^{102}=512$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[3,2]</td>
<td>2500 to 3750</td>
<td>$2^{99}=256$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[3,3]</td>
<td>3750 to 5000</td>
<td>$2^{96}=128$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[3,4]</td>
<td>5000 to 6250</td>
<td>$2^{93}=64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[3,5]</td>
<td>6250 to 7500</td>
<td>$2^{90}=32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[3,6]</td>
<td>7500 to 8750</td>
<td>$2^{87}=16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[3,7]</td>
<td>8750 to 10000</td>
<td>$2^{84}=8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Comparison of Classical Spectrum Subtraction, Wavelet Packet and WPMSS with Drilling Signals

In the 24 holes of the aforementioned drilling, the monitoring signal of one hole (No. 3 borehole) is selected randomly as the research object.

It is indicated from Fig. 7 that the eight different frequency band signals are attained by adopting a three-layer wavelet packet (db5) divider processing to divide the machine idle signal and the vibration signal. In addition, the appropriate frame length is determined by comparing the spectrum estimation of high frequency and low-frequency signals at different frame lengths through simulation and experiment, and the selection is based on ensuring the short-term stationarity of drilling signals in high-frequency frames and the spectrum estimation accuracy of signals in low-frequency frames. The frequency range and frame length subdivided by the wavelet packet of the vibration signal are listed in Table 3.

3.3 Feature Intensification of Vibration Signal in the Drilling Process

The clean vibration signals of No. 3 are attained via classical spectrum subtraction, wavelet packet, and WPMSS, respectively, and the time-domain waveforms of the signal before and after the intensification are exhibited in Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8b that classical spectral subtraction has no obvious de-noising effect on the signal. This is mainly attributed to the classical spectral subtraction requiring the noise to be statistically stable throughout the speech segment; however, unlike white Gaussian noise, which has a flat spectrum, the spectrum of machine idle noise is not flat. Thus, the noise signal does not affect the speech signal uniformly over the whole signal. While Fig. 8c represents the drilling signal after processing by wavelet de-noising, the weak features can be easily filtered, such as the information of the drill edge drilled in and out of the workpiece, resulting in a loss of characteristic information. Fig. 8d shows that the interference of the noise in the intensified signal by adopting WPMSS is evidently eliminated. In particular, when the drill
When the vibration signal is decomposed into different frequency bands via the wavelet packet, the frequency band is confined by the energy and frequency. In this paper, the square of the WPD coefficient refers to the energy of the signal in the time domain. From Fig. 9, it is evident that the energy distribution is basically the same, indicating that the method proposed in this paper has a certain inhibitory effect on noise.

### 3.4 The Energy Density Ratio (EDR) at the mutation before and after the signal was processed

The EDR of the signal mutation and stationary period can be adopted as an evaluation index to intensify the features of the vibration signal in the drilling process. The formula for the energy density of the vibration signal can be expressed as:

\[
E = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |A(i)|^2 ,
\]

where \(N\) is the signal sampling length and \(A(i)\) is the amplitude of the signal. The energy density ratios of the signal mutation and stationary are equated as:
where $E_Z$ and $E_K$ are the energy densities at mutation and in the stationary period of the drilling vibration signal, respectively. For the same sampling length, the larger the K value, the more evident the mutation in the signal.

In this paper, ten of the 24 holes were randomly selected, and their energy density ratios were acquired in accordance with the drill edge instantaneously and before cutting into the workpiece. Fig. 10 presents the calculation results.

Table 4. EDR of mutations and stability time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of mutation times</th>
<th>Original signal</th>
<th>WPMSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.652</td>
<td>23.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.504</td>
<td>22.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.189</td>
<td>52.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.788</td>
<td>30.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>12.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>17.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>19.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.236</td>
<td>17.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.877</td>
<td>40.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.914</td>
<td>39.841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These data indicate that the energy ratio of the signal mutation and stationary period that is greater than ten times larger than those before the WPMSS algorithm was adopted to address the vibration signal.

3.5 Relationship between Vibration Signal Intensification and Acoustic Emission Signal during the Post-Drilling Process in Terms of Mapping

In the course of drilling, the AE signal is usually only sensitive to the stress wave generated by the micro-deformation of the material, which can effectively avoid the interference of low-frequency environmental noise. Therefore, the AE is adopted in this study to ascertain the effect exerted by WPMSS on the vibration monitoring signal of the drilling process. Fig. 10 illustrates the time-domain signal and the corresponding AE signals of No. 3 drill hole, which were not processed via WPMSS. The intensified signal and the corresponding AE signals in the time domain are exhibited in Fig. 11, the intensified signal of the workpiece that has just been drilled into and the corresponding AE signals in the time domain are exhibited in Fig. 12.
change in the acoustic emission signal intensity. The results are indicative of the vibration signal of a drilling process that is perceived as ‘additive noise’ of the monitoring signal, and WPMSS can be adopted to eliminate the impact exerted by noise, including the machine operating signal.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) The theoretical calculation and simulation analysis indicate that the ‘additive noise’ and the monitoring signal with a broad frequency band were split into multiple sub-bands with the same frequency range by adopting WPD, and thereupon the spectral subtraction and signal reconstruction eliminated the impact exerted by the ‘additive noise’ on the clean signal. Accordingly, the features of the monitoring signal can be effectively intensified.

(2) In line with the position change of the drill and workpiece, the monitoring signal was split into a machine idle signal and a drilling process signal. The machine idling signal acted as the ‘additive noise’. On this basis, the ‘spectral subtraction’ was adopted to eliminate the impact exerted by environmental noise, comprising the machine idling signals on the monitoring signal of the drilling process, and the impact exerted by environmental noise, including machine idling signals, on the monitoring signal of the drilling process.

(3) The experimental data indicate that the signal features of the drill as it drilled in and out of the workpiece were intensified, and the correspondence between the drilling process and the vibration signal was illuminated by adopting WPMSS, which offers more accurate identification and judgment basis for drilling processing monitoring.

(4) Compared with the original spectral subtraction and wavelet transform, WPMSS can remove the signal noise more effectively, and simultaneously retain the weak features of some drilling processes.
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